Accomplished

1. Delivered ADM ½ day tutorial on Mon. afternoon with 17 people attending.
2. Voted to recommend KDM to the Architecture Board – see Decision Section below.
3. ASTM submission team held a meeting:
   - Voting was conducted and decision was made to postpone revised submission until Dec. 2006 meeting
4. Analysis team held a session on “analysis strategy” that would be input to requirements for upcoming analysis RFP.
5. Metrics team worked on ADM Metrics RFP:
   - Draft copy released for review
   - Developed presentation summarizing focus of RFP
   - Presented to SOA team
6. Created preliminary ADMTF agenda for Boston
   - Tuesday
     i. 9 – 12  ASTM discussion
     ii. 1 – 5  Metrics session
   - Wednesday
     i. 9 – 12  Analysis session
     ii. 2 – 5  Open Discussion
7. Attend Software Assurance session
**Decisions**

1. VtV on ADM KDM specification conducted with quorum present in the room. Nine out of 24 organizations on KDM voting list were present and voted unanimously to vote on KDM submission.

2. Task Force conducted vote to recommend KDM specification – passed unanimously.

3. AB adapted ADM KDM Specification